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ber 17,l90l,showsafuse embodying thepres- 50 >
To (tZZ whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, LOUIS W. DOWNES, a out invention in conjunction with other fea

resident of Providence, Rhode Island, have tures of construction.
invented a new and useful Improvement in
5 Electric Fuses or Gut-Outs, which invention

is fully set forth in the following speci?ca

The present inven

tion is not, however, claimed therein. I

Referring to the accompanying drawings,

which show several embodiments of my in- 55

vention, Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional
My invention relates to inclosed electric View, and Fig. 2 a plan view, of one embodi
fuses or cut-outs, and particularly to indicat ment of the invention. Fig. 3 is a longitudi
IO ing-fuses, or such as are provided with means nal sectional View of another embodiment,
a?ording an exterior indication of the blown and Fig. 4 is a similar view of still another 60
ion.

condition of the fuse.

.

~

I was the ?rst to em

embodiment.

‘

A is a tubular casing, preferably of a ?brous
ploy for giving such indication the combina
material;
13' B, metallic caps secured over op
tion of an auxiliary fuse-wire, (or other form
I5 of auxiliary fuse adapted to be heated and posite ends of the casing and having slits or
to communicate its heat upon disruption of perforations 12, through which vapors or gases 65
in the casing may escape to prevent‘
the main fuse-wire,) a material (such as sulfo evolved
explosion
or blowing open of the fuse-casing;
cyanid of mercury, a gummy mixture of or
dinary gunpowder or equivalent) adapted to C C, terminal brackets secured to the caps;
20 be heated by the auxiliary fuse, and a label D, a main fuse-wire connected between ter
applied to the exterior surface of the fuse minal brackets O O and passing through the 70
casing in association with said material,. interior of the casing, and E an air-space
whereby upon disruption of the fuse the heat about the fuse-wire at about the center there
ing of the material will cause it to char, of, said air-space being formed by a perfo

2 5 blacken, or discolor the adjacent portion of‘ rated paper drum 6 or other suitable means.
F is a ?lling of a suitable material, prefer- 75
the label, thereby affording a readily-discerni
ably
in a ?nely-divided state, such as slaked ~
ble indication that the fuse is blown. Broad
claims to said invention have been made in vlime, the principal function of which is to
the heat from those portions of the
my pending application, Serial No. 18,841, dissipate
wire which come directly in contact there
30 ?led June 2, 1900.
'
My present invention relates to a speci?c with, thus causing the rupture to take place So‘
form of said broad invention wherein the la at that part of the fuse which penetrates the
bel extends over-the material, the heating of air-space, and, furthermore, said material
the latter upon disruption of the fuse caus provides a multitude of minute paths or in
35 ing charring, blackening, or discoloration of terstices for the escape of‘ the vapor or gas
that part of the label immediately over or ad ‘evolved upon the fusing or blowing of the 85
7
jacent to the material. In this manner a main fuse D.
While I have herein illustrated the im
blackened or discolored spot is formed on the.

label, indicating the disrupted condition of provements constituting my present inven

40 the fuse. In the several embodiments shown tion in conjunction‘ with the air-space con
in my application above referred to the label struction of fuse set forth in my Patent No. 90
does not extend over the material, but has a 569,373, of October 13, 1896, it is to be under

hole therein in which said material is located. stood that the invention is equally capable of
Extending the label over the material has the use with other constructions of fuses.
Referring to Fig. 1, G is an auxiliary fuse
45 advantages, among others, of completely in
wire,
preferably of German silver, (but any 95
closing the latter, protecting it from deterio
metal or material may be used,)
ration through outside in?uences,.and pre suitable
threaded
through two small holes. g g in the
venting it from becoming dislodged.
Patent No. 682,919, granted to me Septem casing at about the middle thereof. A short
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part or portion h of the wire is thus caused
to lie against the outer surface of the casing
A, the opposite ends of the wire being carried
along the inner surface of the casing in con
tact with the ?lling F and out of the open
ends thereof. The extremities of the auxil
iary fuse=wire are .?nally bent over against
the outer surface of the casing, as clearly
shown at t' i. The metallic caps B B press
against and make electrical contact with ex

In Fig. 4 the auxiliary fuse-wire G2 is en
tirely within the casing, a thread or cord 0

looped inward through an opening h in the
casing. and around the middle of the auxil
iary fuse - wire serving to hold the latter 70

against the inner surface of the casing across
said opening, as set forth in my Patent No.
682,919. The material Z ?lls opening 72. and
makes contact with auxiliary fuse-wire G2

where it crosses the inner end of said open 75

tremities c' 1,‘, thus forming between the ter ing; otherwise the structure of Fig. 4 is the
minals O O a second path for the current by same as that of Figs. 1 and 2.
way of the auxiliary fuse parallel topthe main
I claim—
fuse.

Z is a small body of material in contact

1. In an electric fuse or cut-out, a casing,

with the portion h of the auxiliary fuse-wire, a main fuse inclosed thereby, an auxiliary 8o
adapted to be suf?ciently heated thereby fuse adapted to be disrupted upon disruption

upon disruption of the fuse to afford the de

of the main fuse, a suitable material asso

sired indication by disooloring, charring, or ciated with the auxiliary fuse and adapted to
blackening and in some cases incidentally be heated upon disruption thereof, and a la
burning hole in the label K, which is ap bel or covering applied to the casing and over 85
plied to the casing A, so as to extend over said material and adapted to be discolored by
said material. The arrangement may be such heat therefrom upon disruption of the aux
as to develop sufficient heat to actually burn iliary fuse.
a hole through (at the same time discoloring
2. In an electric fuse or cut-out, a casing,
25 or blackening) the label; but it is preferred to a main fuse-wire inclosed by said casing, an 90
avoid all ?ame and to simply char, blacken, auxiliary or indicating fuse-wire adapted to
or discolor the label. The label or covering be disrupted upon disruption of the main fuse
> K, which may be of paper or other suitable wire, a suitablematerial associated with the
material and of any desired size and shape, auxiliary fuse-wire and adapted to be heated
is pasted to or painted upon the surface of upon disruption thereof, and a label or cover- 95
the casing. Any suitable material Z may be ing applied to the casingand over said ma
used; but 1 preferably use a paste composi terial and adapted to be discolored by heat
tion of about the consistency of thick paint, therefrom upon disruption of the auxiliary
made of ordinary gunpowder dissolved in a fuse.
20

35 Water solution of gum-arabic, or ?ne gunpow
der slightly moistened with an adhesive gum

3. In an electric fuse or cut-out, a casing, I00

a main fuse-wire inclosed by said casing, an

solution, which has been found to give the auxiliary or indicating fuse-wire adapted to
best results. The former material quickly be disrupted upon disruption of the main fuse
dries and becomes hard and dense.

The la

wire, a suitable material in contact with a

bel is preferably‘ applied in such position that part of the auxiliary fuse-wire at the exterior IO 5
a circle 70 printed thereon will embrace that surface of the casing and adapted to be heat

part of the label which lies over the material ed upon disruption of said wire, and a label
land is to be charred, blackened, or discol or covering applied to the exterior surface of
ored upon disruption of the fuse. Upon blow the casing and extending over said material
45 ing, fusing, or disruption of the fusetheaux and adapted to be discolored by heat there- no

iliary indicator fuse-wire is instantly heated from upon disruption of the auxiliary fuse

and causes the gunpowder or other in?am

wire.
mable composition to be heated and to burn,
4- In an electric fuse or cut-out, a tubular
but not with the'ordinary rapidity of pure casing, caps closing the ends of the casing, a
gunpowder, nor should the heat developed main fuse-wire inclosed bysaid casing, an 115

be su?icient to cause a spark or ?ame at the

surface of the fuse, but simply chars the pa—
per, turning it black or discoloring it within
the circle 70, thus affording the desired indi
55 cation. Any suitable form and arrangement
of auxiliary fuse may be employed for heat—

auxiliary or indicating fuse-wire extending
along the exterior surface of the casing from
one cap to the other, a small body of a suitable

material applied to the exterior of the casing
in contact with said auxiliary fuse-wire and 120

adapted to be heated upon disruption of said
ligng the material Z upon disruption ofthe main wire, and a label applied to the surface of the
use.
casing and extending over said body of ma~
In the construction shown in Fig. 3 the terial and adapted to be discolored by heat
auxiliary fuse-wire G’ instead of being laced therefrom upon disruption of the auxiliary 125
through the casing runs along the outer sur fuse-wire.
face thereof, its ends extending under and
5. In an electric fuse or cut-out, a casing,
making electrical contact with caps B B; a main fuse inclosed by said casing, an aux
otherwise the structure of Fig. 3 is the same iliary or indicating fuse adapted to be dis
65 as that of Figs. 1 and 2.
rupted upon disruption of the main fuse, a 130
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In testimony whereof I have signed. this
small body of a gunpowder composition as-'
sociated with the auxiliary fuse and adapted speci?cation in the presence of two subscrib
upon disruption of a the latter to be heated,

and a label or covering applied to the casing
and extending over said body of material and

adapted. to be discolored by heat therefrom
upon disruption of the auxiliary fuse.

ing witnesses.

-

LOUIS W. DOWNES.
Witnesses:

'

EDWIN P. ALLEN,
ALEXANDER A. McOAUcHIN.

